Minutes

Present: S. Gardner, V. Grahame (recorder) L. Hsiung, J. Riemer (chair), A. Tarango, E. McCracken, B. Culbertson

1. Highlights from April 9 HOTS meeting: John reported that most of the meeting was spent discussing next steps for the UC- OCLC pilot project. A number of project tasks were identified which would require small groups to work on. These groups will be announced soon.

2. SCP cataloging practice for government documents distributed in multiple languages: Adolfo & Becky described the local UCSD practice to use one record for all language versions of California Documents instead of using multiple records. They will use the record for the English version and add 041, 740 and 856 fields for the other languages. They proposed that they distribute this “multiple language” version to us. After some discussion we asked to see examples of this before deciding.

Action: Adolfo will send us examples of both a serial and a monograph record and also send the proposed procedures.

3. General SCP report (Adolfo & Becky)

Adolfo reported that the Search for the Chinese cataloger closed on April 20.

Becky announced that she will be sending a CD-ROM with the ECCO records to UC-Davis for testing.

Becky reported that she has discovered that there are records available for the 35,000 titles in the “Smithsonian global sound for libraries.”

4. When to hold our next meeting: May 22, 8:30-10:00